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4.1A Homework: Exploring Systems of Linear Equations* Name:



Period:



1. Lakeview Middle School is having a food drive. The graph below shows the number of cans each class has collected for the food drive. a. Write an equation to represent the number of cans that each class has collected after days. Mrs. Lake’s Class: Mr. Luke’s Class:



b. What is the point of intersection? Verify using equations that the point of intersection is correct.



c. Write a context that represents the graph. What does the point of intersection represent in your context?



2. The graph below shows the amount of money Charlie and Dom have in savings. a. Write an equation to represent the amount each person has in savings after weeks.



that



Charlie:



Dom:



b. Write a context that represents the graph and explain why this situation does not have a point of intersection.
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3. Erika and Barry like to race each other. Erika can run 10 feet/second while Barry can run 12 feet/second. Being a good sport, Barry gives Erika a 20-foot head start. a. How long will it take Barry to catch Erika?



b. If the children are racing to a tree that is 30 yards away, who will win the race?



4. Beverly and Murray are both saving money. Beverly currently has $40 and saves $5 each week. Murray has $25 and saves $8 each week. a. When will Beverly and Murray have the same amount of money? How much money will they both have?



b. If both Beverly and Murray continue saving at this rate, who will have $100 first?



Spiral Review: Directions: Write the following equations in slope-intercept form. Show all of your work. 5.



6.
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8.



9.



10.



11.



12.



13.



Directions: Write each equation in slope-intercept form and standard form. Graph the equation. State the x-intercept, y-intercept, and slope. 14.



15.



y



-10



y



10



10



5



5



5



-5



10 x



-10



5



-5



-5



-5



-10



-10



Slope-intercept form:



Slope-intercept form:



Standard Form:



Standard Form:



x-intercept: y-intercept:



x-intercept: y-intercept:



slope:



slope:
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4.1B Homework: Solving Simultaneous Linear Equations by Graphing* Name:



Period:



Directions: Solve the system of linear equations graphically. If there is one solution, verify that your solution satisfies both equations. 1.



2.



-10



y



y



10



10



5



5



-5
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-5
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3.
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4.
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5. Without graphing, determine whether the following systems of linear equations will have one solution, no solution, or infinitely many solutions. State the reason why. a.



b.



6. One equation in a system of linear equations is



c.



.



a. Write a second equation in slope-intercept form so that the system has only one solution.



b. Write a second equation in slope-intercept form so that the system has no solution.



c. Write a second equation in standard form so that the system has infinitely many solutions.



7. Graph a system of two linear equations that has a single solution of (-1,5). You may not use vertical or horizontal lines. Write the equations for your lines in slope-intercept form .
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8. How many solutions does the graphed system of linear equations have? Explain your reasoning.



9. Graph the system of three equations. a. State the solution.



b. Find the area of the polygon formed by the intersecting lines of the system.



10. Graph the system of four equations. a. State the solution.



b. Find the area of the quadrilateral formed by the intersecting lines of the system.
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4.1C Homework: Substitution Method for Solving Systems of Equations* Name:



Period:



Directions: Solve each system of linear equations using substitution. Show all of your work. Verify your solution. 1.



2.



Verify your solution:



Verify your solution:



Directions: Solve each system of linear equations using substitution. Show all of your work. 3.



4.



5.



6.
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7.



8.



9.



10.



11.



12.



13. Create a system of linear equations that has a solution at (1,-2). You may not use vertical or horizontal lines.
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14. The system below was solved using substitution, but a mistake was made in the solving process. Circle and describe the mistake that was made. Solve the system correctly. System of Equations:



Solving Process: Solve for y:



Substitute y-value into the other equation:



(



)



System solved correctly:



15. The graphs of the equations of a and b.



16. Find the point on the graph of



17. Find the point on the graph of



and



intersect at (-2,2). Find the values



where the y-value is twice the x-value.



where the x-value is the opposite of the y-value.



Spiral Review 18. Graph the inequality your work.



. Label the boundary line and show all of
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4.1D Homework: Applying the Substitution Method* Name:



Period:



1. Bobcat Labs needs to make 500 liters of a 12% saline solution. The only solutions available are 10% saline solution and 20% saline solution. a. Write a system of equations that models this situation where x = liters of 10% saline solution and y = liters of 20% saline solution.



b. How many liters of each solution should be mixed to make a 12% saline solution? Answer this question using the system of equations and solve using the substitution method. Write your answer in a complete sentence.



2. Jason and Joe are both standing in line at Papa M’s Pizza. Jason orders four large cheese pizzas and one order of breadsticks. His total before tax is $34.46. Joe orders two large cheese pizzas and one order of breadsticks. His total before tax is $18.48. a. Write a system of equations that models Jason’s and Joe’s orders where p = price of one large cheese pizza and b = price of one order of breadsticks.



b. What is the cost of one large cheese pizza? What is the cost of one order of breadsticks? Answer these questions using the system of equations and solve using the substitution method. Write your answer in a complete sentence.



c. Jeff stands in line at Papa M’s Pizza and orders 5 large pizzas and three orders of breadsticks. What is the total cost of his order? Write your answer in a complete sentence.
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3. Allison has 72 coins in her wallet. Some are dimes and the rest are nickels. The total value is $4.90. a. Write a system of equations that models this situation where d = number of dimes and n = number of nickels.



b. How many nickels and dimes does Allison have in her wallet? Answer this question using the system of equations and solve using the substitution method. Write your answer in a complete sentence.



4. In science class, Deacon has a solution that is 27% salt and another solution that is 20% salt. His teacher wants him to create a 42 gallon mixture that is 25% salt. a. Write a system of equations that models this situation where x = the number of gallons of 27% salt solution and y = the number of gallons of 20% salt solution.



b. How many gallons of each solution should be mixed to make a 25% salt solution? Answer this question using the system of equations and solve using the substitution method. Write your answer in a complete sentence.



5. Macy is 4 years older than her brother Jake. In two years, Jake will be 3 times older than his sister will be then. a. Write a system of equations that models this situation where m = Macy’s current age and j = Jake’s current age.



b. Is it possible to find Macy’s and Jake’s current ages? Explain why or why not. Justify your reasoning by solving the system of equations.
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6. You and your family are flying to Orlando, Florida, and need to rent a car for a day. You have found two rental car companies to choose from and their information is below: Bust a Move Rent-A-Car Daily car rental fee: $10.00 Charge per mile: $1.50



Hammer Time Rent-A-Car Daily car rental fee: $20.00 Charge per mile: $0.50



a. Write a linear equation that relates the number of miles traveled, x, to the total amount of money spent, y, for both companies. Bust a Move:



Hammer Time:



b. Graph both of your equations on the coordinate plane below. Label each axis. What is the point of intersection? What does the point of intersection represent in the context of the problem?



c. Use substitution to prove that your point of intersection is correct.



d. For how many miles will both companies cost the same? Which company should your family use on your Orlando vacation? Explain your reasoning.
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Spiral Review: Directions: Solve each equation. Show all of your work. 7.



8.



9.



10.



Directions: Graph each inequality. Label the boundary line and show all of your work. 11.



12.
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Section 4.1: Review Name:



Period:



Directions: Graph the following systems of equations to find the solution. After you have found your solution, verify that it is correct. 2.



1.



3.



Verify:



Verify:



Verify:



Directions: Determine if the given system of equations has one solution, infinitely many solutions, or no solution. Justify your answer. If the system has one solution, find the solution. 4.



5.
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7.



8.



One equation in a system of linear equations is



.



a.



Write a second equation in slope-intercept form for the system so that the system has only one solution.



b.



Write a second equation in standard form for the system so that the system has no solution.



c.



Write a second equation in slope-intercept form for the system so that the system has infinitely many solutions.



The graphs of the equations , , and contain the sides of a triangle. Graph the three equations to find the coordinates of the vertices of the triangle.



Directions: Solve the system of equations using substitution. Show all of your work. 9.



10.
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11.



12.



13.



14.



15. Julie needs $50 to go on a school trip. She sells necklaces for $15 each and bracelets for $5 each. If she raises the money by selling half as many necklaces as bracelets, how many necklaces and bracelets does she sell? a. Write a system of equations that models this situation where b = number of bracelets and n = number of necklaces.



b. How many necklaces and bracelets does Julie sell? Answer this question using the system of equations and solve using the substitution method. Write your answer in a complete sentence.
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16. Cailyn and Emily found some change underneath the sofa cushions. They found four more than three times the amount of dimes as quarters. The total value was $3.70. a. Write a system of equations that models this situation where d = number of dimes and q = number of quarters.



b. How many dimes and quarters did Cailyn and Emily find? Answer this question using the system of equations and solve using the substitution method. Write your answer in a complete sentence.



17. Jackson is twice as old as Brody was four years ago. The sum of their ages now is thirty-four years. a. Write a system of equations that models this situation where j = Jackson’s current age and b = Brody’s current age.



b. How old are Jackson and Brody now? Answer this question using the system of equations and solve using the substitution method. Write your answer in a complete sentence.



18. In Sammy Sam’s Candy shop, chocolate sells for $4 per pound and gummi bears sell for $2.50 per pound. Sam wants to create a new chocolate gummi bear mixture, and charge $3.50 per pound. How many pounds of chocolate and how many pounds of gummi bears are needed to create a 30-pound mixture? a. Write a system of equations that models this situation where c = pounds of chocolate and b = pounds of gummi bears.



b. How many pounds of chocolate and gummi bears are needed to create a 30-pound mixture? Answer this question using the system of equations and solve using the substitution method. Write your answer in a complete sentence.
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4.2A Homework: Elimination Method of Solving Systems of Linear Equations* Name:



Period:



1. Given the system below, which variable would you eliminate first and why?



Directions: Solve each system of linear equations using elimination. Show all of your work. Verify your solution. 3.



2.



Verify:



Verify:



Directions: Solve each system of linear equations using elimination. Show all of your work. 4.



5.
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6.



7.



8.



9.



10.



11.
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Directions: State whether elimination or substitution would be easier to use to solve each system of equations. Explain your reasoning. Solve each system using the method you chose. 12.



13.



14.



Directions: Define your variables and write a system of equations for each word problem. Solve the system of equations using elimination. Write your answer in a complete sentence. 15. DJ is John’s older brother. The difference of their ages is 12 and the sum of their ages is 50. How old are DJ and John now?



16. The ASB class is buying packs of streamers and packs of balloons to decorate for the school’s 8th grade dance. Packs of balloons cost $3.50 each and packs of streamers cost $2 each. The ASB class has a total of 12 packs of decorations and spent $31.50. How many packs of balloons did they buy? How many packs of streamers did they buy?
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17. Jayda has a coin collection consisting of nickels and dimes. She has 28 coins worth $2.25. How many of each coin does she have?



18. Five years ago, Jake was five times as old as Jenny was at that time. Four years from now, Jake will be twice as old as Jenny will be then. What is Jenny’s current age?



19. Sarah purchased two picture frames. The perimeter of the larger frame is 240 cm, and the perimeter of the smaller frame is 140 cm. The height of the smaller frame is the same as the width of the larger frame, and the width of the smaller frame is 10 less than the height of the smaller frame. Find the dimensions of the larger frame.
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4.2B Homework: Solving Systems of Equations Using Mixed Strategies* Name:



Period:



Directions: Solve each system of equations using graphing, substitution, or elimination. Show all of your work. 1.



2.



3.



4.



5.



6.



7.



8.
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Directions: Define two variables and write a system of equations that represents the word problem. Use any method to solve and show all of your work. Write your answer in a complete sentence. 9. The third side of an isosceles triangle is 1 inch less than twice the length of one of the congruent sides. The total perimeter is 15 inches. How long are the sides of the triangle?



10. The department store down the street is having a sale on shirts and pants. All shirts are $10.50 and all pants are $20.25. Jennifer buys 10 items at a total cost of $144. How many shirts and pairs of pants did Jennifer buy?



11. An exam worth 145 points has some questions that are worth two-points and some that are worth fivepoints. On the exam, there are five more than twice the amount of two-point questions as five-point questions. How many two-point questions are on the test? How many five-point questions are on the test?



12. A chemist has a solution of 50% acid and another solution of 80% acid. How many gallons of each type is needed to make 600 gallons of 72% acid solution?
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13. At Wally Mart, Sarah and Luke are getting snacks for their friends. Luke buys 3 drinks and 2 hotdogs at a cost of $7.70, while Sarah buys 2 drinks and 1 hot dog at a cost of $4.55. a. Write a system of equations to model this situation where d = cost per drink and h = cost per hot dog.



b. What is the cost of one drink? What is the cost of one hot dog? Use the system of equations you created and solve by elimination. Write the solution in a complete sentence.



c. If Sarah has $20 to spend, can she buy one drink and one hot dog for each of her six friends? Justify your answer.



Spiral Review: 14. Write the equation of a line in standard form that is parallel to the line the point (-1, 7).



15. Write the equation of a line in standard form that is perpendicular to the line through the point (8, -5).



16. Write the equation of a line in standard form that has the same x-intercept as as .
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4.2C Homework: Systems of Linear Equations in Three Variables Name:



Period:



1. Looking at the system below and thinking about your solving process, explain in words which variable you feel would be easiest to solve for first and in which equation. Justify your reasoning.



Directions: Solve the system of equations. Write the solution as an ordered triple (x, y, z). Show all of your work. 2.



3.
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4.



5.



Directions: Solve the word problem using a system of equations. Define your variables and show all of your work. Write your solution in a complete sentence. 6. Allison has $6.25 in nickels, dimes, and quarters. She has 85 coins, with three times as many nickels as dimes. How many of each type of coin does Allison have?
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7. The sum of the length, width, and height of a rectangular box is 17 cm. The length is one third the height. The sum of the length and height exceeds twice the width by 2 cm. Find the length, width, and height of the box.



8. At Bueno Pizza, two small pizzas, a liter of soda, and a salad cost $14; one small pizza, a liter of soda, and three salads cost $15; and three small pizzas and a liter of soda cost $16. What is the cost of each item sold separately?
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4.2D Homework: Using Systems of Equations to Solve Word Problems* Name:



Period:



Directions: Define two variables and write a system of equations that represents the word problem. Use any method to solve the system and show all of your work. Write your answer in a complete sentence. 1. How many pounds of $1.60 tea must be added to tea costing $1.80 per pound to make a new mixture of 100 pounds costing $1.75 per pound?



2. Mr. Brooks is 28 years older than his son Gavin. In 12 years, Mr. Brooks will be twice as old as Gavin will be then. How old are Mr. Brooks and Gavin now?



3. A tennis court has a perimeter of 212 feet. If the length is 24 feet longer than the width, what are the dimensions of the court?
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4. A lab technician has a 15% alcohol solution and a 35% alcohol solution. She wants to make 100 gallons of a 29% alcohol solution. How much of the 15% solution should she use?



5. If 3 slices of pizza and 6 waters cost $13.95, and 2 slices of pizza and 5 waters cost $9.65, find the cost of 1 slice of pizza and 1 water.



6. Bath towels sell for $13.25 each and hand towels sell for $4.50 each. Julie buys some of each type of towel for a total of $62.25. If she spends $17.25 more on bath towels than she spends on hand towels, how many of each type does she buy?
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Directions: Define three variables and write a system of equations that represents the word problem. Use any method to solve the system and show all of your work. Write your answer in a complete sentence. 7. Twice the length of a box is 1 inch more than the sum of its width and height. The sum of its height and length is 2 inches more than its width. The sum of the dimensions of the box is 14 inches. What are the width, length and height of the box?



8. Write a word problem that can be solved using a system of two linear equations. Solve your word problem by defining your variables, writing a system of equations, and solving your system. Show all of your work. .
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4.2E Homework: Graphing Systems of Linear Inequalities Name:



Period:



Directions: Graph the systems of linear inequalities. Label the boundary lines. Determine if the point of intersection is a solution. Shade the feasible region of solutions. 1.



2.



Is the point of intersection a solution?



3.



Is the point of intersection a solution?



4.



Is the point of intersection a solution?



Is the point of intersection a solution?
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5.



6.



Is the point of intersection a solution?



Is the point of intersection a solution?



Directions: Write a system of linear inequalities for the given graph. 7.



9.



8.



10.
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4.2F Homework: Inequality Stories Name:



Period:



1. Mrs. Talbott’s homeroom class can order up to $90 of pizzas from Whirley Pizza as a reward for selling the most magazines during the magazine drive. They need to order at least 6 large pizzas in order to feed the entire class. If a pepperoni pizza costs $10 and a supreme pizza costs $15, how many of each type can they order? a. Define variables to represent this situation.



b. Use your variables to write two inequalities to describe the constraints of this situation. Explain the constraint that each of your inequalities represents.



c. Graph your inequalities on the coordinate plane below. Label all of your lines. Shade the feasible region that represents the possible solutions. List three possible pizza options.
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2. Lucy likes to exercise everyday by walking and jogging at least 4 miles. Lucy walks at a rate of 2 mph and jogs at a rate of 4 mph. If she only has 90 minutes at most to exercise, how much time can she spend walking and jogging and cover at least four miles? a. Define variables to represent this situation.



b. Use your variables to write two inequalities to describe the constraints of this situation. Explain the constraint that each of your inequalities represents.



c. Graph your inequalities on the coordinate plane below. Label all of your lines. Shade the feasible region that represents the possible solutions. List three possible exercise options for Lucy.
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3. Rory likes her job as a baby-sitter, but it pays only $3 per hour. She has been offered a job as a tutor that pays $6 per hour. Because of school, her parents only allow her to work a maximum of 15 hours per week. How many hours can Rory tutor and baby-sit and still make at least $60 per week? a. Define variables to represent this situation.



b. Use your variables to write two inequalities to describe the constraints of this situation. Explain the constraint that each of your inequalities represents.



c. All values for x and y must be 0 or greater. Explain why and state two additional inequalities that represent this constraint.



d. Graph all four inequalities on the coordinate plane below. Label all of your lines. Shade the feasible region that represents the possible solutions. List three possible work scenarios for Rory.
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Section 4.2: Review Name:



Period:



Directions: Solve the following systems of equations with substitution or elimination. Show all of your work. 1.



2.



3.



4.



5.



6.



7. Explain in words how you know when a system of two linear equations has exactly one solution. Justify your reasoning with an example of equations.
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8. Explain in words how you know when a system of two linear equations has no solution. Justify your reasoning with an example of equations.



9. Explain in words how you know when a system of two linear equations has infinitely many solutions. Justify your reasoning with an example of equations.



10. A system of equations is shown to the right. State the equations in slope-intercept form. State the solution as an ordered pair. Verify the ordered pair by solving the system by elimination. Equation #1: Equation #2: Solution: System solved by elimination:



11. The solution of a system of equations is . On the coordinate plane, graph two lines that could be the graphs of two linear equations in this system (you may not use horizontal or vertical lines). Label your lines in slope-intercept form. Verify that is the solution by solving your system by substitution. Equation #1: Equation #2: System solved by Substitution:
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12. Find the point on the graph of where the y-value is three more than three-fifths the x-value. Solve algebraically and show all of your work.



13. Solve the system of linear equations. Show all of your work.



14. Solve the system of equations. Show all of your work.
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Directions: Define variables and create a system of equations to solve each word problem. Show all of your work. Write your final answer in a complete sentence. 15. A video rental company offers a plan that includes a membership fee of $6 per month and charges $5 for every DVD borrowed. They also offer a second plan that costs $31 per month for unlimited DVD rentals. How many DVD’s should a customer borrow in one month so that each plan costs the same amount?



16. At Card Crazy, the cost of five protective card sleeves and three Yu-Gi-Oh cards is $8.10. The cost of three protective card sleeves and four Yu-Gi-Oh cards is $6.40. If each protective sleeve costs the same amount and each Yu-Gi-Oh card costs the same amount, what is the price for one protective card sleeve? What is the price for one Yu-Gi-Oh card?
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17. Aria has a total of $3.95 in her pocket, all in quarters and dimes. She has 23 coins all together. How many quarters does she have? How many dimes does she have?



18. A farmer wants to mix milk containing 3% buttermilk with milk containing 30% buttermilk to obtain 900 gallons of milk which is 12% buttermilk. How much of each must he use?
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19. Graph the system of linear inequalities on the coordinate plane. Label the boundary lines. Determine if the point of intersection is a solution. Shade the feasible region of solutions.



20. Young adults between the ages of 11 and 18 should get at least 1200 milligrams of calcium each day. One ounce of mozzarella cheese has about 150 milligrams of calcium, and one ounce of Swiss cheese has about 200 milligrams. If you wanted to eat no more than 10 ounces of cheese, how much of each type could you eat and still get your daily requirement of calcium? a. Define variables to represent this situation.



b. Use your variables to write inequalities to describe the constraints of this situation. Explain the constraint that each of your inequalities represents.



c. Graph your inequalities on the coordinate plane. Label all of your lines. Shade the feasible region that represents the possible solutions. List three possible options.
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